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One, typesetting, printing, and composing. Inventing, designing.
Another with music in the evenings and reading.
The girl-friends of the boy's sisters came in often to sing and play.
Gay evenings! Young, eager, happy voices and clear-shining eyes. Gil-
bert and Sullivan lyrics were then not only popular—they were the rage.
Born of true lyrical genius that never failed to charm the singers who sang
them and those who heard them no less. Nor did they ever fail to yield
new effects in the experiments made with them. How could they have
come out of the hideous artificiality of the Victorian Era? Gilbert and
Sullivan must have been Victorian 'relief. A genuine gaiety.
These evenings were no concerts. They were happy riots. No one could
tell where laughter left off and singing began. Nor where singing left off
and laughter began.
Musical education, however, stopped short for the youth when he
entered the University and his father had gone. Somehow, the under-
graduate got the unpardonable idea that being musical was unmanly, and
started in to harden up with the boys.
Naive perspectives were already opening outward into the world in
many directions, but in one direction all the others were steadily con-
verging: this direction encouraged in skilful ways by the mother. Her son
was to be an architect. He was to get beautiful buildings built. Bridges and
dams were fascinating him now. Any construction whatsoever would do
to pore over. And he would make what he called 'designs'.
Both Frank and Robie had real passion for invention, and were banged,
pinched, stained or marred or were 'had' somewhere by perpetual experi-
ment going on.
A water-velocipede was started—to be called the 'Frankenrob*. Draw-
ings made for a 'Catamaran' that cost too much to happen. The boys made
a cross-gun, bows and arrows, and long bob-sled on double runners. They
painted them—the joy of striping them in colours! They had them
'ironed' by the blacksmith according to design. A new style newspaper—
a scroll. Another kind of ice-boat. Fantastic new kinds of kites of coloured
paper. Kites with fantastic tails. A water-wheel. Who could remember
how many schemes were hatched, patched up and scrapped during these
winter-schooling periods of adolescence. And there was the excellent
scroll-saw and the inevitable turning lathe. The boys were perpetually
making designs. Drawing always. Always making drawings for fun.
Especially by lamplight, evenings.
But—of the schooling itself? Not a thing he can remember!
A blank! Except colourful experiences that had nothing academic about
them. Like dipping the gold braid hanging down the back of the pretty
girl sitting in front, into the ink-well of his school desk and drawing with
it. Getting sent home in consequence.
There was the cruel torture of speaking once a month.
The mortification of the nickname 'Shaggy' pursued him, earned by the
still abundant curls that made any hat he put on his head deciduous.
Distant worship of several pretty girls. Goodie Storer, Carrie Jacobs,
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